
Product information

Twin-set: MUC-M Emergency Bag + PRAXIS

Ideally matched set of MUC-M emergency bag and 4 PRAXIS compartment bags

✓ spacious: 16.5 l large main compartment suitable for PRAXIS compartment bags
✓ tried and tested: durable fabric, protective padding, robust zippers
✓ outstanding: integrated glove dispenser

Description

This twin-set is ideally matched package of versatile usable MUC-M
emergency bag and four PRAXIS compartment bags, which perfectly 
fit into main compartment of bag.
This “plus” in terms of overview and neatness is worthful benefit and 
relief at operation.
MUC-M convinces with adequate size, that allows for both, use in 
trunk of private car or for use at first responder units in companies, 
schools, sports clubs and furthermore.

The from the outside accessible glove dispenser for nitrile gloves is the 
outstanding feature of the bag

Features:
- padded main compartment (16.5 l) with 2 dividers (long and short):

- 11 elastic loops at rear and 6 at interior of cover
- large net pocket with zipper (32 x 24 cm) at interior of cover
- 2 exposed elastic loops for items such as pen or penlight

- 2 PRAXIS compartment bags, size L (30 x 15 x 5 cm): green, blue
- 2 PRAXIS compartment bags, size M (15 x 15 x 5 cm): red, yellow

Specifications

• dimensions (W x H x D): 43  x 25 x 29.5 cm
• weight: approx. 230 g
• color: red
• material: - MUC-M:  1200D polyester

- PRAXIS:    tarpaulin (PVC & PE)
• article-no.: 3121-1590

Scope of delivery

Emergency bag with shoulder strap and 4 PRAXIS 
compartment bags; without further or pictured supplies
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- 2 small external pockets (24.5 x 13 x 5.5)
- external pocket (32 x 15 x 5.5 cm) with 16 elastic loops
- external glove dispenser for nitrile gloves
- robust zippers with large zipper pullers
- waterproof bottom made of tarpaulin with 5 small feet
- handles with cuff with hook-and-loop fastener
- padded, detachable shoulder strap; length is adjustable
- label field (9 x 6 cm)

MUC-M emercency bag Inner view with dividers and PRAXIS compartment bags

Twin-set: MUC-M emergency bag with PRAXIS compartment bags
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